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to sum up: viking age women were most certainly not treated like men, but neither were they
treated as second-class citizens. they certainly lived lives that were far from the lives of their modern
counterparts. their lives were not that different from those of men, who were able to start their own

families and become powerful warriors, priests, and even kings. they did not have to spend their
lives in seclusion and could enjoy their rights as women, and possibly even as equal citizens of their
countries. though the lives of the viking age women were certainly not the same as those of modern
women in our time, they were more than likely lived lives that we will never see the likes of today.
however, one trait that most of the dead at viking age trading centres shared was their ability to

trade and their love for exotic goods. luxuries such as syrian and ethiopian silk, syrian and anatolian
carpets, arabic and indian spices, chinese silks, and japanese copper crafts were common finds in
viking age graves. one such type of goods was brooches, which, at birka, were commonly found in
the hands of women, even though the male population was much more heavily represented in the

grave field. during the viking age, women were often buried with various items that have been
connected to their profession or with items that reveal something about their social status. like the

trade centres, the vikings also established their main settlements in trading hubs. the location of the
main trading centre in the viking age was dependent on their trade networks, the settlements

capacity, and the types of goods they traded. although the majority of all graves in the viking age
were that of men, women made up a large proportion of the population in the towns and in the

marketplace, and many of these women were also buried with items that suggest a connection with
their profession or with their family. the variety of objects found in graves from various regions of the

viking age suggests that a certain type of woman was not tied to a single occupation, but instead
occupied many different roles.
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there was, as so often, a lot more to the viking age than just what the historians have left for us to
discover. it would be wonderful to be able to fill in the blanks for this time in history but,

unfortunately, that is not possible. however, the lives of women in viking age society would probably
have been very different from those of today. they would have lived in a well-organized family and
society, one in which women could take part in all aspects of the viking age. they would have been
more influential than many of us expect and would have had the same authority and power as men.
the only times when they would have been subdued, if at all, would have been when the viking age
in europe was declared to have ended, that is, when the area of viking lands had shrunk to a very
limited, stable part of what became england and north and central europe. in the later viking age,
from the 8th century ce onwards, a new type of woman came to the fore, what in modern europe

would have been called she traders. this was not a valkyria or rurikid woman, the "herdswomen" of
russian poetry and history, but a woman of the commercial elite, who, if the evidence of þrasi in

norwegian society is any guide, was by no means all that rare. with the gradual economic decline of
the viking era, the level of commerce and industry is debatable, though. in any case, women like her
were part of a class. the viking age was a viking world, so with a few exceptions like the mysterious
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kogge in hedeby (where there is evidence of a society and a economy), viking age europe was not a
society where most people lived in urban environments, and where women were part of the wider

society, and an economic class of its own. 5ec8ef588b
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